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Abstract: Economic integration of states in prospective economic unions is characterized by convergence of

economic parameters, including domestic savings rates. The union’s savings rate is considered as one of the

few important factors which influences economic policies of integrated economic bloc considered further as

united economic area. The article provides methodology to compute the union’s domestic saving’s rate based

on the model previously developed by the author.  Parameters needed for calculation include domestic savings

rates, time series  of the value added of sectors of the member states willing to be integrated. 
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INTRODUCTION

Analysis and forecasting the magnitude of domestic

savings rate of states under their economic integra tion is

an important element of economic policy defining how

much share of the GDP is allocated for savings and

consumption, to have the rest of the GDP spent on

investment and technological renovation. Optimality of

complementing both these elements simultaneously solves

the tasks of raising the welfare and economic growth.  

Economic integration of sta tes willing to integrate

usually is characterized by differing values of domestic

savings rates (Eurostat, 2002). At the same time,

convergence of economic parameters as the property of

economic integration, leads to their values becoming

equalized, including the domestic savings rate of created

economic union (Dalimov, 2008). 

The unified domestic savings rate of the union is

formed under various factors of economic activity and

economic policies of the union’s member states, as well

as by demand and supply of the common market. In this

sense the forecasting of the savings rate for the created

union  could provide with an option to correct policies of

savings and investment in order to have economic

dynamics of each member state at least not to fall from

average parameters of the  created economic bloc. 

The issue of domestic savings versus investments is

largely known and discussed by the scholars (Ang, 2009).

At the same time, domestic savings of prospective

economic union and forecasting the rate of economic

unions is still missing  due to absence of commonly

recognized model to be implemented towards the

dynamics of economic integration. 

Present article develops a technique suited for

forecasting and computing the savings rate of the union

based on previously obtained dynamic model of non-

stationary domestic savings rate (D alimov, 2008). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Material of the study was the model previously

deducted by the author and adapted for computations, as

well as on the principle of convergence of economic

parameters under economic integration of states in the

union. Methods used in the article consist of mathematic

integration and estimation, as well as ordinary differential

equations. The study was conducted in the premises of

Business Administration Unit at Economics Department

of the National University of Uzbekistan in 2009. The

methods implemented in the article, besides Navier-

Stoxes equation, include analysis of ordinary differential

equations. The research was funded by the National grant

of the Republic of Uzbekistan OT-F7-082 “Modelling

International Economic Integration”.

The model: In the model developed by the author

(Addendum) the following dynamics equation for non-

stationary domestic savings rate has been developed: 

.           (1)

where

 

temporarily constant magnitude, j ; k - indices used for

summation over sectors and regions (states),
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 - amplitude, frequency and period

of oscillations of the value added of sectors respectively;

*k! additional growth rate due to economic integration

(Dalimov, 2008).

Let’s integrate equation (1):

where we  introduced a constant. 

It leads to the following:

    (2)

Hence, we obtain:

,      (3)

where 

0ÌsÌ1

following from economic definition of the domestic

savings rate. 

Let’s estimate H1:

  , (4)

where we introduced a constant  

and new variable J/S jkJ+n jk , with K jk0.

Consider integral in (4), taking into attention

positiveness of time as well as initial moment of analysis

J = 0, i.e.  J $ 0. Estimation of positive magnitude K jk

shows that depending on values of its components it has

the values in the range between from decimal points up to

several dozens. Its value has economic sense within

periods of 3 to 10 years which are longevity of the periods

between the cycles of the value added of sectors

(Dalimov, 2008; EU an OECD online databases).   

Now consider the function on an interval

of e.g. 10 years and selecting as an example just one

sector in economy. Its values are show n in Table 1. 

The curve of the values of the function 

(Fig. 1) shows by the blue colour the square of integral

under given moments of time. Respectively, the integral

  is equal to the sum of coloured figures, and in

this case roughly being equal to 23. Then under arbitrarily

selected  and one sector the first value

of the factor of the exponent will be equal to:

The curve of the function  (example)

Magnitude H2 may be calculated analytically:

 (5)
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Table 1 : values of the function during 10Years interval (example)

No Interval t,in yea rs tgJ tgJ!K jk

-------------------

s =  0.2

S jk = 0 .5

4n jk= 0 .2

1 1 0.88 1.209664 0.033164 30.15307

2 2 1.56 92.6205 91.444 0.010936

3 3 2.24 -1.26429 -2.44079 -0.4097

4 4 2.92 -0.22529 -1.40179 -0.71337

5 5 3.6 0.493467 -0.68303 -1.46406

6 6 4.28 2.166774 0.990274 1.009822

7 7 4.96 -3.95572 -5.13222 -0.19485

8 8 5.64 -0.74951 -1.92601 -0.51921

9 9 6.32 0.036831 -1.13967 -0.87745

10 10 7 0.871448 -0.30505 -3.27813

Fig. 1: The Curve of the function 

where we introduced a constant  and a new

variable . 

Taking the last integral provides the following:

(6)

One may see that denominator in (6) is never equal to

zero. By replacing the values for the constant L jk and

variable x we finally obtain:

(7)

Remarkably, the magnitude  is changing depending

from the frequency of oscillations of the value added of

sectors. Respectively, the degree of an exponent in (3) is

changed. It necessitates the correction of the domestic 

savings rate for effective economic policy to be in place.

In practice this is possible since as the cycles of the value

added of sectors are within a range of   3!10 years as

mentioned earlier. 

Hence, the domestic savings rate may be computed

using the following expression: 

 (8)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Expression (8) shows that one needs to have a set of

statistic data consisting from domestic savings rates and

time series of the value added of sectors of member states

of economic union prior to economic integration till the

moment when their domestic savings rates will actually

become equalized. This consequently will provide
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frequencies S jk of the cycles of the value added of sectors;

phase shifts n jk between the cycles of the price and output

of each sector and values of domestic savings rates of the

member states. 

What may cause difficulty in evaluating process is

the magnitude of additional growth rate *k due to

economic integration previously computed only for the

formation of NAFTA in 1994, South American

Community of Nations in 2004 and the EurAzEC in 2000,

as well as for expansion of the EU in 2004 (Dalimov,

2008). Their values differ being in the range of 1 .0!1.5

for developed states (OECD), and 2.5!3.5 for h ighly

developing economic unions (SACN and M exico), and

between 0.45!0.75 for transition economy states. The

problem is in the point that these magnitudes were

calculated for the past economic events, although showing

important regional tendencies, while simulation for

prospective economic union requires previous calculation

of this magnitude * using the latest time series of the

value added of sectors prior to economic integration. 

Explicit dependence of the domestic savings rate in

(8) provides an option for its forecasting as well as tuning

respective domestic savings rates of member states for

necessary magnitude of the union’s domestic savings rate.

In expression (8) under both exponents we have

summation of all the sectors present in economies of

member states of the union, leading to the conclusion that

all the sectors of prospective economic union have an

influence on the dynamics of the union’s domestic

savings rate. Most dynamic sectors usually consist of

production, trade, tourism and hotel industry having

cycles of the value added within 3!6 years, with the least

dynamic ones consisting of fishing, construction,

education, health and defense with cycles between 7!10

years (EU and OECD online databases, see refs.). It

seems that most dynamic sectors will influence the value

of domestic savings rate more than the least dynamic

sectors due to ratio of magnitudes in denominator under

an exponent, although only actual computations may

prove that point. 

CONCLUSION

The article has developed a technique to compute the

union’s domestic savings rate. It may be used for the

forecasting the dynamics of investment and savings of

prospective economic union, aiming fast convergence of

existing economic parameters of the member states to

predicted economic magnitude of domestic savings rate.

ADDENDUM

The savings are proportionate to the GDP , i.e.S = sY .

Assuming that the G DP is equal to a sum of investments

and savings, i.e. Y = S +I. Then we obtain:  

I = (1!s)Y. (1)

To include spatial changes of the GDP reallocation

within  some specified period we need to make the

following addition to expression (1):

(2)

where - laplasian on geographic

coordinates (x, z).  

If a period )t is equal to a year I = (1!s)(Y+%), than .

Consequently,  or 

(3)

We will use the following expressions for the GDP

; investment  and expression

for the spatial allocation of the products of sectors :)Y =

Xn + X!n . Adding net exports Xn to (3) provides:

(4)

Assume temporal dependency, i.e. . let’s differentiate

expression (4) over time:

(5)
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Rewriting this expression  in the standard form leads to the
following:

(6)

By denoting

 

we obtain:

(7)

Consider behavior of the “force” f standing in the
right part of (7). As we previously assumed, current GDP
is equal to the sum of the savings and investments:    

(8)

where Y0 = Y(t=0); I0= I(t=0)Hence:

(9)

By rewriting (9) we obtain: 

Y1 = ii – I0 (10)

Using (2.193) and (2.194), we produce the following: 

ii = Y1 + I0 = (Y0+)+   (1!s)Y0 = (2!s)Y0+  Ý) t. (11)

If a period of time is equal to one year, i.e.,)t=1 than:

(12)

By inputting the last expression to the one for f and by
further denoting 
 

(13)

where  

and Pri = A i S i - productivity in sector i, A i and S i are

amplitude and frequency of oscillations of the value

added of respective sector. 

Consider properties of equation (13) explicitly by

multiplying its both parts on s2:

(14)

Since magnitude of the savings rate is always less

than 1, one may separate different terms of this expression

in the analysis of the GDP dynamics using different

degrees of the savings rate in (14).  The highest input is

due to the terms grouped under derivative of the savings

rate; less is the value added and temporal component of

the GDP both staying with the first degree of the savings

rate. The least input is made by an expression multiplied

by the second degree of the savings rate. 

In case of temporal changes of the savings rate (Ñ�0)

which takes place, for instance, during economic

integration, character of the GDP dynamics changes. To

show this we will neglect the least terms in (14) and then

obtain approximated equation:

(15)
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